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Question: 1
What are the advantages of builders?
A - To enforce best practices and design patterns
B - To correct coding errors
C - To improve system performance
D - To improve developer productivity
Answer: A, B
Question: 2
What is the function of the Domino View & Form builder?
A - To add Domino attachments to a page
B - To connect to a Domino server and display Domino data
C - To display the results of Domino formulas on a page
D - To create lists containing Domino data
Answer: B
Question: 3
What analogy is used to describe builders in WebSphere Portlet Factory?
A - Robots on a production line
B - Product components on an assembly line
C - The frame of a building on a construction site
D - Workers on an assembly line
Answer: A
Question: 4
Which of the following builders is used to establish that a model is a service provider?
A - The service operation builder
B - The service test builder
C - The service definition builder
D - The service consumer builder
Answer: C
Question: 5
What is the function of the Portlet Adapter builder?
A - To adapt J2EE applications to be deployed as a WAR file
B - To allow portlets developed in WebSphere Portlet Factory to plug into WebSphere Portal
C - To contain the required WebSphere Portlet Factory classes necessary to deploy a JAR file to
WebSphere Portal
D - None of the above
Answer: B
Question: 6
What is the function of the Bean Master Detail builder?
A - To create a portlet application from an EJB
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